
Options Unchained with Mosaic

FT Options Mosaic is a revolutionary, patent-pending visualization interface 
offering a much more efficient means of analyzing an options chain over 
traditional grid views. 

Mosaic empowers you to engage with the markets more quickly and 
confidently by presenting critical market analytics in an intuitive, summarized 
manner to more effectively leverage increased strike density. You can see 
more information on your screen with less scrolling and searching. 

Several built-in tools allow you to quickly understand earnings events, model 
listed and non-listed options, manage custom volatility surfaces, add trades, 
and more. Mosaic also provides a broker-neutral execution front-end to 
streamline your trading workflow. 

All of Mosaic’s analytics rely on FT Options’ industry leading valuation 
methodologies, as well as FT’s real-time arbitrage-free fit volatility surfaces 
and implied borrow solver.

Mosaic “banner mode” improves workflow efficiency by summarizing 
many option expirations and highlighting trade activity, implied 
volatility and price changes, % breakevens, positions and more.  All in 
single view.

A traditional options chain view is available to drill into the specific 
strikes directly at the point of the surface you are most interested.  
Notice that in our classic grid view showing the same underlyer 
there is only enough screen real estate to show 2 expirations due to 
the large number of strikes.

Real-time pricing and position risk analytics

Multi-leg spread calculator including FLEX and OTC

Broker-neutral execution

Simulated positions and scenario analysis

Graphical representation of market activity

Tiles highlight key summary analytics

Full configurability of valuation parameters

Trade and idea generation tools and much more…
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Mosaic Features

Banners 
Delta bucketed summary of same-strike volatility change, relative trade 
volumes, positions, public book orders, and  surface volatilities

Tiles
summaries of key expiration analytics e.g. ATM implied volatility levels 
and changes, breakeven percentages, relative volume traded, skew, and 
real-time implied basis

http://www.cboe.com


Quickly price and model any listed option spread and even non-listed 
options. Full support for valuation and risk of FLEX and OTC contracts 
leveraging our volatility surfaces or manually entered vols. The multi-
leg calculator shows total aggregate greeks and P&L impact and allows 
convenient resizing of trade by desired dollars of vega. Add legs to the spread 
by clicking on strikes in the option chain, or by typing using industry standard 
“IM” syntax, e.g. how brokers and clients communicate. Multi-leg packages 
can also be easily saved to the Vault and retrieved for future pricing requests. 
Spreads can be simulated for risk and scenario analysis. Single or multi-leg 
orders can be traded with integrated broker-neutral execution tools.
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Broker-Neutral Option Trade Entry

“IM” Syntax Spread Entry Simulate and Save Spreads Greeks and Theoretical Values

Full Control Over Simulation Conditions and Risk Analytics

Quickly Add Simulated Positions

Volatility Time and Sales Scanner

Volatility Surface Viewer/Editor

Multi-leg Spread Calculator with Order Entry and Saved Tickets

Mosaic Highlights

Simulations and Scenario Analysis
Easily add simulated positions and view multi-dimensional scenario analysis.  
You can slide price, volatility and time and see greeks and P&L.  Proper 
handling for equity and cash deliverable products using intraday decay.  Full 
control over all pricing parameters including dividends, interest rates and 
implied volatility.

Identification
Mosaic provides multiple views of the volatility surface and allows you to 
quickly visualize market data alongside FT Options real-time arbitrage free 
surfaces and even user defined surfaces.  Several built-in tools allow for 
scanning based on trade characteristics or edge.  You can even identify tight 
market conditions which may indicate the presence of resting orders.

Volatility Time and Sales Scanner

Options Unchained with Mosaic

The information provided is for general education and informationpurposes only. No statement provided should be construed as arecommendation to buy or sell a security, future, financial instrument  investment fund, or other investment 
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